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Abstract

In recent decades many chemo preventive therapeutic agents are 
used for the diagnosis and prevention of cancer. The advances 
in nano medicine have become indispensable for targeted drug 
delivery, early detection and increasable a personalised approach 
for the cancer treatment. The national institute of cancer has 
recognised that nanotechnology is an extra ordinary, to make a 
significant recent in cancer detection and treatment. preliminary 
new drug delivery system ex- liposome, gelatine nanoparticle, mi-
celles are used. A recent advancement in engineering and technol-
ogy came up with new development at nano scale platform which 
include quantum dots, nano cell, gold nano particle, paramagnet-
ic nano particle and carbon nano tubes. The use of microparticles 
in cancer research work and its treatment is highly utilise by the 
health worker and scientist. These nano devices are prominent in 
detecting the molecular level changes in the cancerous cell. Quan-
tum mechanism like quantum dots and its therapeutic action per-
form multifunctional role in the diagnosis colon cancer. These 
nanoparticles are highly bioavailable and reliable to the internal 
compartment of the body. In molecular level the superoxide, free 
radical oxyanions are very important in the mutation of normal 
genetic cell. And it is well diagnosed by these nanoparticles.  The 
purpose of this review paper article is to discuss the impact of 
advanced emerging nanotechnologies for the detection and treat-
ment of cancer. The application of this system to improve drug 
delivery and to overcome the problem of drug delivery system in 
cancer. This review will focus on several new drug delivery system 
for the treatment of cancer.

There are about approximately 200 different types of cancer. It 
can begin in a body tissue. There has been colossal spent in the 
fields of innovative work in presently years, in the field of malig-
nant growth research. As it known that one of the most widely 
diseases result to 10 million of cases in each year1. As it known 
that death rate has decrease in previous two years highly obliged 
to better understand the life of tumor and invented devices to di-
agnosed and treat. Currently cancer treatments include radiation, 
chemotherapeutic drugs and surgical intervention they often kill 
healthy cells and cause toxicity to patient. Therefore, in past few 
year tremendous attention paying to cancer related research and 
development which gives to outstanding progress in basic cancer 
life2. Institute like pharmaceutical and biotechnological indus-
tries have focused on cancer as their main target in research and 
development. Site of the most drug delivery system is developed 
for several advantages. Drugs needed to protect from degradation, 
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release and absorption3.

Several developed innovative nanotechnological approach 
such as liposomes, dendrimers, polymeric nanoparticles, car-
bon nanotubes, quantum dots, nanowires superparamagnetic 
nanoparticles and cantilevers both are applied to the effective 
delivery of anticancer drugs, also micromolecular weight drugs 
and macromolecules. Malignancy is a term used to depict an 
enormous gathering of infections that are recognized by a phone 
breakdown. Solid cells are modified to “realize what to do and 
when to do it “. Cancer-causing cells don’t have this program-
ming and henceforth create and repeat insane. They moreover 
serve no physiological limit. These telephones are presently 
named a neoplasm Medically sickness is known as Malignant 
neoplasm. It is an overall social affair of disease including un-
regulated cell advancement. The unregulated cell improvement 
outlines a tumor”. Cancer is collection of disease diagnosis by 
abnormal and ununiform growth. It arises from a loss of uniform 
growth control. In normal tissue, the rate of cell growth and cell 
death are kept in balance.  In cancer this equality is disrupted. 
The disbalanced can result from Uncontrolled cell growth Loss 
of cell ability to undergo apoptosis tumor. This neoplasmic mass 
regularly frames a bunching of cells known as a tumor. Unusual 
expansion of cell is supposed to be tumor. 

Tumor’s Are Two Types 

• Benign tumor (non-cancerous) 

• Malignant tumor (cancerous)

Benign Tumor (Non-Cancerous) 

Benign tumour’s is those tumor, which grow only in one place. 
They cannot spread or invade other organ of the body system. 
Enclosed in fibrous shell or capsule. They can be dangerous if 
they press on vital organs such as „brain. It stays confined to its 
original location. 

MALIGNANT TUMOR

Malignant Tumor (Cancerous)

This kind of tumor are equipped for attacking encompassing tis-
sue or attacking the whole body. Attack and emanate paw like 
bulges that upset the RNA and DNA of typical cells (these dan-
gerous cells act like an infection). Most threatening cells become 
metastatic. 
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Classification of Cancer 

• Carcinomas

It is another kind of cancer that begins in tissue that lies the inner 
and outer cell layer of the body. and generally, arises from cells 
originating in endodermic or ectodermic germ layer during em-
bryogenesis.

• Sarcoma

 It is a type of cancer that arises from transferred cells or mesen-
chymal origin.

• Lymphoma

 It is a type of blood cancer; it occurs when T and B lymphocytes 
transform and begin growing and multiplying uncontrollably.

• Leukaemia

 It is a type of the bone marrow characterize by an abnormal in-
crease of immature WBC called blast.

Ongoing advances in NP configuration have prompted the im-
provement of medication conveyance frameworks that can de-
feat a few physiological and clinical boundaries related with the 
customary organization of chemotherapeutic operators52. Keen 
medication conveyance means to confine treatment to tumors 
to lessen cytotoxicity and upgrade the remedial record by utiliz-
ing multifunctional focusing on methodologies53. While more 
seasoned details have depended principally on the EPR impact, 
ongoing advances, for example, the FA-DABA-SMA polymer, uti-
lize three degrees of focusing on, a synthetic free cycle of medica-
tion exemplification, non-invasive medication conveyance what’s 
more, discharge, to accomplish cytotoxicity against pancreatic 
malignancy cells54. Future work ought to examine embodiment 
of customary chemotherapeutic medications into the FA-DABA-
SMA polymer, its application toward other diseases that overex-
press FA, and improving its extended release profile. IPEs speak 
to an extra encouraging NP plan for broadened drug discharge55. 
Adjusting IPEs to incorporate dynamic focusing on properties 

could effectively consolidate the ideas of keen conveyance with 
broadened discharge to accomplish more critical restorative re-
actions, negligible results, and improved patient adherence56. 
Hence, joining distinctive focusing on systems and enhancing the 
drug-discharge profile for a planned methodology toward drug 
conveyance is of specific significance in the medication convey-
ance field, however the expense and specialized challenges of ac-
complishing this unpredictability should likewise be thought of. 
This persistently developing field takes into account a novel route 
for clinically actualizing customized medication as NP-conveyance 
frameworks, and requires a more significant comprehension of 
the patient’s tumor pathophysiology to be effective


